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When Was The Last Time
You Cleaned Your Filter?
Your Liver

The Liver Cleanse Kit
is an all natural approach to cleansing
and rejuvenating your
liver and gallbladder.
This multi-tiered approach uses the power of Livatrex to kick
start your liver’s natural cleansing abilities
and Oxy-Powder to
facilitate toxin removal.
Many people say a
liver cleanse is an integral step in body
cleansing. Get started
today and feel better
with liver and gall-

bladder
detoxifica- the gallbladder to
help it purge toxins.
tion!†
† Results may vary.
The liver cleanse
involves
Learn About The protocol
Astonishing Power of following a healthy,
diet
and
Liver Cleansing and organic
How You Can Benefit drinking an organic
From a Liver Cleanse herbal mixture for 4
days to stimulate the
Today!
liver and soften stones.
What is a Liver
On the 5th day, 6
Cleanse?
ounces of organic raw
A liver cleanse is unprocessed
virgin
designed to detoxify, olive oil is ingested
flush and purge the to induce the purging
liver of deposits, of toxins and stones
toxins, and stones. from the liver.
Most liver cleanse
programs also target The Liver Cleanse Kit

includes one bottle of
Livatrex, one bottle
of Oxy-Powder, and
one bottle of LateroFlora. One bottle of
Livatrex is enough
for one liver cleanse
protocol.
However,
after completing one
liver cleanse, you’ll
have enough OxyPowder and LateroFlora remaining for a
second cleanse.

cleanse or share the energy, Feel 5 years
younger!
kit with a friend.

Why You Need a Please see a short 5
minute video on page
Liver Cleanse.
3 on why its so good
Cleansing your body to do a liver cleanse 2
is the best way to - 3 times a year.
support good health
and most people over
the age of 30 should
perform
a liver
cleanse two to three
times a year. What
will a liver cleanse do
You can purchase for you?
an extra bottle of
Livatrex, offered as an Support normal body
add-on at a discounted weight, Cleanse your
price if you wish to liver, Detox
your
perform a second liver body, Increase your
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We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
Good
Wow! Some
t.
News At Las

My Gosh! Did you see
that there is now a
way of ending
Unemployment,
Poverty and
Financial Hardship on
Earth? Check it out
in The Good News
Newspaper in
Australia
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Do You Have 5 Minutes

To Hear The Top 5 Reasons
Why You Need A Liver Cleanse?
By Dr Group

https://www.themasternegotiator.com/

Shocking
Statistics nonalcoholic fatty liv- More than 25 million
About the Liver
er disease.
people in the United
States have gallstones.
80% of
all cases Almost 30,000 people
of liver toxicity are in the U.S. die each Gallstones are most
caused by pharmaco- year from liver cirrho- common in overlogical drug reactions. sis. A poor diet con- weight adults betributes to most liver tween 35-55 and af6,000-10,000
liver problems.
fect more women than
men.
transplants are performed yearly in the 90-100% of heavy alUnited States. 29 mil- cohol users develop Each year, nearly a
lion Americans have fatty liver disease.
million new cases

of gallstone disease Supports the liver.
surface. Gallbladder
removal is the most Improves digestion.
common treatment.
Helps balance lipid
Find out the status of profiles.
your liver by taking
the free 2 minute liv- Boosts energy and vier test.
tality.
The Health Benefits Helps you feel lighter
of a Liver Cleanse
and more healthy.

Reduces bloating and
gas.
Encourages a sharp
memory and cognition.
Article continued on
page...6.
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“If You Spend Your Days Worrying And
Fretting About What Other People Will
Think, Say And Do About Your Positive
Ideas And Goals In Life When You Do
Not Have Any Control Or Influence
Over Them, Then You Will Forever
Be Ruled And Controlled By Them”.
Derek White © November 2018
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The Benefits Of A Liver
Detox
By Dr Group Global Healing Center

Article continued from assisting digestion, repage...3.
moving impurities from
the blood, and neutralWe Asked Our Cus- izing toxins. Keeping
tomers What They your liver clean supLiked About Our Liver ports good health all
Cleanse...
around.
“I lost 10 pounds! Livatrex has proven to be
effective without causing any problems. My
digestion has improved
and I have lost TEN
pounds in six weeks
with no changes other
than using a mild serving of Livatrex. Thanks!
I love this product.” † ~
Elizabeth D.

Stimulates and helps
purify the liver.
Boosts the gallbladder.
Supports the flow of
bile from the liver to the
gallbladder.
Made with organically
cultivated herbs.

Oxygen Colon Cleans“Changed my hus- er. Oxy-Powder (60
band’s life! As a “regu- capsules)
lar cleanser” I coached
my skeptical husband Oxy-Powder is an oxythrough his first liver gen-based colon cleanscleanse. He removed er that releases free,
between
300-400 monatomic
oxygen
stones! Thank You Dr. into the intestinal tract.
Group for saving my Oxy-Powder is nonhusbands future.” † ~ P. toxic, safe, effective,
W.
and helps melt away
and oxidize compaction
“Livatrex is simple, from the small intesquick, and effective! I tine, large intestine, and
found Livatrex to be a colon.
simple, quick and effective way to cleanse Promotes normal colon
my liver. I was amazed health and regular bowat the results and even el activity. No harmful
more amazed at how side effects.
my life has changed. Recommended by docMy sugar cravings have tors and therapists
disappeared!” † ~ Tom worldwide.
V.
Latero-Flora probiotic
What’s Included With supplement
the Liver Cleanse Kit? Latero-Flora
Natural Liver & Gallbladder Cleanser
Latero-Flora (B.O.D.™
Livatrex
strain) populates the intestines with beneficial
Livatrex is an essen- bacteria to support a
tial dietary supplement healthy colon. Availathat promotes liver and ble only through health
gallbladder health. The professionals who use
liver is responsible for and recommended it

to their friends and pa- concentrate
formula
tients.
that contains the most
bio-available, certifiedHelps maintain friendly organic aloe with the
intestinal flora.
highest amount of acemannan available. AceSupports the digestive mannan is the active
system.
ingredient that supports
the immune system,
Encourages chemical soothes irritation, and
and hormone balance.
encourages a healthy
gut environment.
Promotes normal energy levels.
Supports a healthy immune system.
The
Green
Body
Cleanse by Dr. Edward Acts as a prebiotic for
Group III
intestinal flora.
The
Green
Body
Cleanse (PDF).
Great source of antioxidants. Soothes the enDr. Edward F. Group III tire body.
has compiled more than
twenty years of experi- The Liver Cleanse is
ence and research into Risk-Free For You To
his latest groundbreak- Try
ing book. He reveals
what he has learned We are sure you will
counseling people with see and feel the health
serious health condi- benefiting results of this
tions. It’s information liver cleanse
that everyone should If you aren’t absolutely
possess.
satisfied...if you aren’t
feeling better, you’re
Dr. Group reveals the protected by our...
sources of toxins in
your diet, home and 100% No-Risk 180-Day
workplace and how they Money Back Guarantee
cause disease! He uncovers the secrets that If you are not satisfied
will help you improve with your results, just
your health by clean- let us know and we’ll
ing the environment in send you a prompt rewhich you live.
fund.
The
Green
Body Article Continued on
Cleanse provides re- page...13.
markable information
for living a healthier,
greener life.
Aloe Fuzion
Please note this is optional and available as
an add on.
Aloe Fuzion is a 200x
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Discover The Totally Unique Government
Approved Program To Help You
Make A Passive Income.

Click Here
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Protect Yourself Against The 4
Kinds Of Hair Damage

Picture thanks to Healthylife.com.au
Ironically, many of
the things you do to
your hair in the name
of beauty could actually be doing it harm.
So if you blow dry,
straighten, colour or
style your hair regularly you’ll also need
to protect against the
four kinds of hair
damage that can keep
your mane from looking its best.

tight style every day
for work, or tie it up
when the hair is wet
and at its most fragile.

hairsprays and styling
products add to the
blow (no pun intended!)

moisture levels and
making it more prone
to dryness and tangling.

How to avoid it:
Keep your hair well
trimmed – because
more split ends lead to
more tangles, which
in turn cause more
damage when you try
to remove them. Use
a wide-toothed comb
and a gentle touch to
Physical hair dam- remove knots, espeage.
cially if your hair is
wet or damp.
How often do you
wear your hair in a Chemical hair damtight ponytail or bun, age
brush it vigorously or
yank at it while comb- Chemical
damage
ing to remove knots? ¬– caused by colouring, bleaching, chemiAlthough our hair is cal straightening and
remarkably
strong, even blow-drying –
treating our hair this can cause the hair to
way can damage the become
extremely
hair fibres, follicles dry and brittle as a
and cuticles – espe- result of damage to
cially if you wear the outer layer of the
your hair in a similar, hair. Alcohol based

How to avoid it: Opt
for natural hair dyes
and styling products that are gentler
on your hair. Always
use a low heat setting
when blow drying or
straightening
your
hair, and make sure
your hair is completely dry before using a
straightener or curling
iron on it.

How to avoid it: If
you wear a hat to
protect your face,
you’re already doing
the right thing. Use
a good natural hair
conditioner and take
especially care to protect your hair during
the summer.

Environmental hair
damage.
Like your skin and
your eyes, your hair
is susceptible to damage caused by overexpsoure to the sun
and UV rays. Strong
winds and the dry
air in air-conditioned
buildings can also
wreak havoc on your
hair, by reducing

cle; • Vitamin B5 – to
nourish the hair follicles; and
• Minerals (such as
zinc, silica, manganese, iodine and copper) – to keep hair
shiny and in good
condition.

duce split ends. The
Chinese herb Fallopia
(also known as Phytofol® and He Shou
Wu) – has also been
used traditionally to
promote healthy the
growth and condition
of the hair, including
strength, volume, colHow to restore dam- our and shine.
aged hair?
Unfortunately, once It may also aid the
your hair is damaged, management of hair
there’s little you can loss issues such as
do to repair it. Often male and female patthe best solution is to tern baldness, alopeget a decent haircut cia and generalised
and wait for the prob- hair loss.
lem to grow out.
Article source: www.
However, nutritional healthylife.com.au
supplements can help,
such as:

Nutritional
hair
damage.
Nutritional deficiencies affect what goes
on beneath your scalp
so have an impact on
your hair before it
is even visible. For
strong healthy hair,
make sure you are get- Formulations containting enough:
ing ingredients such
as silica, zinc, manga• Vitamin C – to sup- nese and vitamins B5
port the structure and and C help to promote
integrity of the col- healthy hair growth,
lagen found in and restore dry, dull and
around the hair folli- thinning hair, and re-
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Take The Kidz Soon :-)
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The Magic Of Yes
By Andrea Scarsi

If we entirely want to
know life, participate in
it, and be part of history;
if we’re going to know
who we are rooted in our
intimacy and spontaneity;
if we also want to be more
successful in what we do,
have, and give, there is an
attitude that we already
know. It’s a straightforward one and utterly compelling to put into action.
It does not mean giving up anything we have
or to drastically change
our behavior forever and
with difficulty. It does
not concern what we do;
it involves how we do
it. However, despite its
simplicity, this attitude
can significantly alter our
lives and channel them in
a positive direction.
All that it involves is the
use of the word Yes. This
simple strategy is to think
Yes instead of No.
Imagine Yes instead of
No. Say Yes instead of
No, no thanks, I do not
want, I’m not there, I’m
not coming, I cannot do
it, I do not have time, I do
not care, I do not like it,
not me, etc.

able career, proceeding to say yes to life and thus
the goal.
to everything because
everything is life and life
The Yes develops new takes us where we want
habits and responses to to go and brings what we
life, while the No perpe- want to be and have.
trates any existing situation.
Andrea Scarsi (Sandesh)
is a mystic writer and muTo use this simple tech- sician and a spiritual facilnique, all that is necessary itator who uses his works
to have is the will to say. to share a dimension of
Yes, especially regard- being and lifestyle based
ing the circumstances on meditation and comin which in the paste we munion with the absolute.
were saying No.
Born in Venice, Italy, in
Let’s note for that rea- 1955, in the years he deepson, during our normal ens different meditative
daily activities, how often techniques for awakenwe say No to ourselves ing consciousness, energy
and life.
balancing and personal
evolution that he practices
To acquire and install and teaches.
in our being a new attitude and positive habit Check out his work and
of consciousness, it is of books at Books by Anmuch help, especially at drea Scarsi and be happy
the beginning, the use of now.
a constant reminder.
Article Source: https://
EzineArticles.com/
Something that continu- e x p e r t / A n d r e a _ S c a rously reminds us, every si/1359242
day and every moment,
to keep our viewpoint,
focus, and perspective on
the opportunity to say Yes
every time the opportunity surfaces and ride the
wave.

Replace Yes as often as Another important thing,
possible every day.
in addition to the Yes
written on our computer
Keeping ourselves in a screensaver and all around
Yes mood open us to new the house, is to avoid, as
possibilities. Any per- far as possible, all situason self-conditioned to tions and people whose
say Yes is more inclined natural structure focuses
to accept new opportu- on the No, and therefore
nities, meet new people, on stagnation or even intry something new out of volution.
their comfort zone, pursue a path of personal Yes allows us to do things
growth, and more profit- our way and certainly
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Did You Know That We Are Now
Pumping Out Good News And Positive
Solutions To People In Over 20
Countries Every Week?
Can you help us spread the word even further by
subscribing to our Newspaper for just $3.30 Per week?
If you can please click “HERE” to be taken to
our home page to subscribe. Thank you :-).
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Learn To Play Banjo The
EASY Way!
By Geoffrey White

Phone Geoffrey For Lessons In Sydney On: 0434 544 181

Or Go To: https://www.dreamtreebanjos.com/

work at it and PRACTICE, just a few minutes a day CONSISTENTLY and with
PURPOSE, you will
The first video is al- learn and learn quickmost 15 minutes long ly.
and is a GIFT.
Geoffrey White develIf you like what you oped his playing and
see then you can pur- teaching style after
Learn
“Pick-Ham- chase lessons at an learning the HARD
mer”!
TWO-FIN- affordable rate and way over 40 years
GER, EASY, step-by- take your time. If you ago! When he started
Discover how EASY
it is to pick up and
play banjo...did you
ever want to learn
but had trouble with
teachers and sites
and videos that were
just TOO HARD to
grasp?? NOT ANYMORE!

EASY-step BANJO
that will have you
playing FAST with
step by step videos.

in earnest at the age
of 16 his friends would
tease him, his family would discourage
him, and others would
laugh and carry on.
WHERE are his critics now? GONE! And
where is he, you ask?
RIGHT HERE, teaching you how to do it
and you WON’T have
to put up with what
HE went through.

of the world...
www. YOU CAN TOO
dreamtreebanjos.
!!
com

Geoffrey’s
website:

new its

is online NOW and
available FOR YOU!

Dreamtree
Studios
was founded in 2002
with the purpose to
help people dazzle
others with their music and raise the spirPage 12
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By Dr Group Global Healing Center
Article
continued your fecal matter.
from page...6.
The liver cleanse kit
may also help purge
Why Is This The Best other toxic material
Liver Cleanse Avail- trapped in the liver,
able?
gallbladder, and intestines.
This is the easiest liver cleanse program to 2. Is the liver cleanse
perform and includes safe?
step-by step instructions.
Global Healing Center’s Liver Cleanse
Our trained customer Kit is an organic liver
service team is avail- cleanse program that
able to answer your is safe. Some persons
questions.
have reported experiencing a detoxificaComes with a no tion reaction, this is
questions asked Mon- normal! These indicaey Back Guarantee.
tions, such as fatigue
or a headache, are
The Liver Cleanse kit temporary and indicais completely...100% tive of toxin movealcohol free. Vegan ment.
friendly and GMO
free. Helps eliminate 3. How long will it
foreign
substances take to cleanse my
and toxins from the liver and gallbladliver. Made with or- der?
ganic and wild cultivated herbs. Made in It depends on your
the USA from global- current status. Many
ly sourced ingredients people have never
using
eco-friendly performed a cleanse
sustainable manufac- and have a large acturing.
cumulation of toxins. One liver cleanse
The Top 3 Questions may not be sufficient;
People Ask About in fact, three liver
Liver Cleansing
cleanses per year is
recommended.
1. What will the liver
cleanse do?
Alternately, the “regular use” serving of
Your
first liver Livatrex can be used
cleanse may flush to slowly cleanse the
liver stones and/ liver. A three-month
or gallstones. These maintenance protocol
stones are small and will provide the same
range in size from a results as one five-day
granule of sand to the liver cleanse.
size of a quarter and
are mixed in with Tips From Our Cus-

tomers For Best Re- completely because of
sults.
Livatrex.
Follow the diet plan I don’t eat after 6:30
to the best of your at night anymore. I
ability.
sleep soundly. I wake
up early feeling reStay home the 5th freshed. I have fewer
day, try to make it a stomach issues and
Saturday or Sunday.
feel much less sluggish than before. My
The first 4 days are mood is 75% beteasy, the 5th day is ter than what it was!!
the hardest; do your Thank you Livatrex!”
best to get the olive † ~ Mrs. Tetzlaff
oil down.
“First Timer - I have
Still Not Sure if Liver passed up to 200
Cleansing Can Help stones!! I have been
You? Just Read these floored by the stones I
Reviews...
am able to eliminate
with my first cleanse.
“I
wish that I I would estimate that
wouldn’t have waited I have passed up to
50 years to do a liv- 200 stones!!
er cleanse! I gradu- I am thrilled to know
ally lost 25 lbs. and that this cleanse is so
I exercise daily, I am effective and that I
now wearing a 4/6 in can use it with my paclothes.
tients when I start my
This program was practice. Thanks Dr.
life changing for me. Group for caring so
I like the explanation much to bring the best
about how impor- to your followers!!” †
tant it is to cleanse ~ Judy
your body just like
you change the oil in Get Started Today &
your car. I wish that I Discover How Liver
wouldn’t have waited Cleansing Can Boost
50 years to do a liver Your Health and Wellcleanse!” † ~ DeeDee ness... Or Your Money
Back!!
“My mood is 75% bet- † Results may vary.
ter than what it was!!
I used to love Milk, Original
Article
not anymore. I used source: https://www.
to love Steak, not any- globalhealingcenter.
more. I used to love com/liver-cleansefruits and vegetables kit.html
that were not organic,
These statements have
not anymore.
not been evaluated by the
My physical ability Food and Drug Administration.

to eat poorly changed

These products are not
intended to diagnose,
treat, cure, or prevent
any disease.

for the content or products of any linked site or
any link contained in a
linked site.
Global Healing Center
All testimonials and does not adopt any mediproduct reviews are au- cal claims which may
thentic from actual cus- have been made in 3rd
tomers. Documentation party references.
is available for legal inspection. Product reviews Where Global Healare within range of typi- ing Center has control
cality.
over the posting or other
communications of such
Information and state- claims to the public,
ments made are for edu- Global Healing Center
cation purposes and are will make its best effort to
not intended to replace remove such claims.
the advice of your treating doctor.
Global Healing Center
does not dispense medical advice, prescribe, or
diagnose illness. The
views and nutritional advice expressed by Global
Healing Center are not
intended to be a substitute for conventional
medical service.
If you have a severe medical condition or health
concern, see your physician.
This Web site contains
links to Web sites operated by other parties.
Such links are provided
for your convenience and
reference only.
We are not responsible
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Discover Why Backing The
Fred Hollows Foundation
Can Help Heal The World

https://www.hollows.org/au/donate
Did you know that
according
to research
commissioned by The Fred
Hollows
Foundation with PricewaterhouseCoopers –
which uncovered the
compelling link between restoring sight
and economic development.
It found that for
every $1 invested
in ending avoidable
blindness, there was
a $4 economic benefit for a country’s
economy.

nation can see, more
people can go to
school, work, raise
children or start
businesses. Ending
avoidable blindness
improves the economy, equality, skills,
GDP and development of a nation,
while reducing its
financial and social
burden.
Here
are
some
findings from the
research:
There
are
still
millions who need
our help.

live in developing Globally: a potential
return of $4 in
countries.
economic gains.
It’s not just people
Pakistan: a potential
who are suffering.
return of $6.
Ending
avoidable
blindness
could Kenya: a potential
inject
as
much return of $3.56.
as $517 billion
Province
into
struggling Yunnan
economies over a (one of the poorest
decade.
regions in China):
a potential return of
Every
year, $3.16.
avoidable blindness
costs
developing Article
source:
countries
around https://www.hollows.
$49 billion in lost org/au/what-we-do/
e n d i n g - a v o i d a b l eeconomic activity.

Ending
avoidable
An estimated 32.4 blindness in the
million people are developing
world
blind around the can be achieved for
world.
as little as $2.20 per
person, per year.
A further 191 million
are visually impaired For
every
$1
90%
of
people invested in blindness
If more people in a who
are
blind prevention.
By looking at our
key goal through an
economic lens, it
was demonstrated
that ending avoidable blindness has
benefits reaching far
beyond health alone.

blindness/research
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By Richard Brody

One of the most uncommon assets, possessed
by most people, serving
in positions of leadership, is having genuine,
common sense!

meaningful, relevant, useful, wisdom?

Leaders must possess the
SENSE, to determine and/
or distinguish between
priorities and petty stuff,
While
this necessity, understand potential ramiprobably, seems apparent, fications, perceive and
it still is, extremely rarely conceive, what must be
done, ...
observed.
How might anyone make
a well - considered decision, based on judgment,
experience and expertise,
if he lacks, either the ability and / or willingness, to
transform these things, to

...to ensure sustainability, and the best
way to articulate his
message, in an inspiring, motivational,
relevant and realistic
manner.
With this in mind, this
article will consider,
briefly, using the mnemonic approach,
( aiding or designed
to aid the memory.)
relating to the power
of memory.

You aren’t leading,
unless/ until, you proceed, with the utmost
degree of genuine
empathy, based on effective listening, and
learning (and
being guided by), your
conversations, understanding, experiences,
expertise, and judgments! Once a leader
understands what is
desirable, he becomes
best capable, of proceeding with the deOne must realize, gree of energy, the
both, his. as well as organization deserves
his group’s strengths, and needs!
and use them, to the
best avail!
3. Needs:
of action, without
first identifying, and
understanding their
patient’s symptoms,
and effective leaders,
similarly, must recognize their organization’s weaknesses,
and needs, in order
to properly, and effectively, perceive of,
create, develop and
implement, a relevant,
meaningful, effective,
action plan!

Origin some of the
central aspects, which
impact this very essential ability.
Measure the
quality of an individual’s
1 . S y m p t o m s ; leadership, by whethstrengths; stronger: er, it became stronger,
because of his efforts
Physicians would be and actions!
challenged to deter- 2. Empathy; energy:
mine the best course

You’ll only become a
true leader, when/ if
you focus on the real
needs, concerns and
priorities, of your organization (which you
represent), and the
constituents, you hope

to serve!

their fears, to restrict personal development
their willingness to seminars, for 4 dec4. System; sustain- expand their personal ades.
able: Effective lead- comfort zone?
ership
Rich has
written
How could anyone three books and thourequires the highest provide the level of sands of articles. His
PLANlevel of understand- excellence, a true company,
ing and commitment, leader, should, unless 2LEAD, LLC has an
and the creativity and he did so, and set the informative website:
insight, to develop, example, others point- http://plan2lead.net
the
best
system, ed to, and were moti- and LIKE the Facewhich might effec- vated by?
book page for leadertively serve his group!
ship: http://facebook.
Great leaders need com/Plan2lead
Unless/ until one pro- the level of SENSE,
ceeds, based on sus- to make decisions, Article Source: http://
tainable needs, rather based on understand- EzineArticles.com/
than merely doing ing and judgment!
expert/Richard_Brosomething, he won’t
dy/492539
become the type of Will you make that
leader, a group de- type of commitment?
serves!
Richard has owned
businesses, been a
5. Example; excel- COO, CEO, Director
of Development, conlence; endurance:
Will you maintain sultant, professionally
consistent endurance, run events, consulted
to persist, when less- to thousands of leader individuals, permit ers, and conducted
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“If You Hang On To Old Fashioned
Thinking And Fear Doing Anything
New, Realise That You Will Forever
Lock Yourself In The Past, So Do
Yourself A Favour And Allow Yourself
To Move Forward”
Derek White © November 2018
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Episode 10: Staking, Bottom
Pruning And Sucker
Identification And
Hot Composting
By Gary Pilarchik Gardening tips:

Gary Pilarchik
Published on Jul 20,
2018
In this episode of Gardening 101 I show you
how to stake, bottom
prune and identify tomato suckers. Tomato
sucker are actually
production stems that
will produce tomatoes.

tis Back Porch Composter Tumbler I use,
visit
https://mantis.
com/
Please Help Support My Channel:
The Rusted Garden Thanks!

Please Visit The Rusted Garden Seed &
Garden Shop: https://
I also show you what www.therustedgarI use to make hot den.com/
compost and how to
top dress tomatoes. Shop on Amazon and
Mick is doing really Support The Rusted
well!
Garden for Free:
To purchase the Man- You can support The

Rusted Garden by using this link for anything you purchase
on Amazon. It doesn’t
have to be garden related. Anything you
purchase gives a % return back to The Rusted Garden
http://amzn.to/2ttyray
Thanks for using my
link. It helps fund my
garden videos!
Subscribe to My OTHER YouTube Channel
(800 Garden Videos)
- The Rusted Garden:
https://www.youtube.
com/user/pilarchik

Follow me on Instagram for Harvest Pictures, Updates and
Monthly Give-Aways:
https://www.instagram.com/therustedga...

Use the Discount
Code THERUSTEDGARDEN on GreenStalk Products at https://greenstalkgarden.
com/ You can also use
this link and automatically get the discount
(DISCOUNTS may or h t t p : / / s t o r e . g r e e n may not be active de- stalkgarden.com/?af...
pending on events)
Garden
ShelvWorm Castings: Use ing Systems: Use
the Discount Code the Discount Code
THERUSTEDGAR- THERUSTEDGARDEN on VermisTerra DEN on Shirley’s
Products at https:// Simple Shelving and
vermisterra.com/
Raised Bed Products
at http://www.shirleyVertical Gardening: ssimpleshelving.com/

Visit My Original
Blog The Rusted Vegetable Garden: https://therustedgarden.
blogspot.com/
Contact Me at therustedgarden@gmail.com
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The Men And Women Of
Purpose And How They Set
Objectives And Goals
By James Nussbaumer
These days there’s a
mad rush to be purpose owned and a life
worth living. I wholeheartedly agree, it is
better to be function
and purpose driven
than going in reverse
or stuck in neutral.
Why would I be content to be simply purpose driven and not
living a life worth living?

earth. The majority of
people live out their
lives satisfying their
call, not their function
or purpose.

rived from a thought.
One of my favorite
phrases is, “The me I
see, is the me I’ll be.”
In other words, I must
begin to see myself as
Happiness is obvious I want to be and not
when you are fulfill- as I am.
ing your function,
there are numerous As soon as you can
other essential VIR- psychologically see
TUES that will ac- yourself living your
company happiness. function, those exHow do we start to tremely ideas and imfind what our function ages you have about
remains in life?
yourself will began
to draw the preferred
Why are we here?
thought patterns and
Like everything else habits into your life
in life, finding your that will produce expurpose, starts with actly what you want.
finding and understanding of who you Finding Your Life’s
are.
Purpose.

I think the real factor
the majority of people
are all right with being just function driven is since they do not
know how to recognize their real function
for existing or exactly
what purpose implies
when it connects to
people.
Understanding one’s
self is a process that
If you’re reading this many people disrearticle, this is the day gard or choose not to
that was produced for go through.
you to start living a
life worth living with Comprehending who
a purpose.
you are in addition to
self-examination and
The (buzz)
word evaluation is the start
function can be substi- of determining your
tuted for a number of function. It is very
words, some of which important you get a
might be: factor, ob- mental picture of exjective, intent, use, actly what you apconcept, goal, aim, de- pear like living a life
cision or function.
worth living and your
purpose now.
In my experience and
viewpoint, a purpose I believe one of the
is the reason why you most powerful forces
exist to fulfill a par- in the universe is love
ticular job or a career and another is our cathat you can satisfy at pability to choose our
a particular time and own ideas.
season here on the A single action is de-

If you want to find
your purpose, figuring out to have a life
worth living is critical. Another crucial
area for determining
your purpose is finding the spiritual part
of you.
And as you continue
on the path to living
your function, don’t
forget to mentally see
yourself a living a life
worth by being of the
men and women of
purpose.
Article continued on
page...24.
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 206th Edition Crossword.
Across

1

1 exist the way
you are (2)

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3 exist (2)

11

5 noise made when
trying to lget
someone's
attention (4)

12

13
15

17

9 disliked (7)

18
20

23

24

25

30

28

31

36

19 therefore (2)

22

29

32
34

17 supervised (10)

21

26

27

12 baby lion (3)
16 forward (5)

14

16

19

11 a sty on the eye
(5)

Last Week’s 205th
Edition Solution.

33
35

37
38

20 twisted (6)
23 still (6)
26 frozen water (3)

7 a snow sport (3)

27 evaporates into
thin air (10)

8 hot beverage (3)

30 mums and ... (4)
32 knot (3)
33 reclined in a
chair (3)
34 frozen water
falling on earth
(4)
35 decay (3)
36 myself (2)
37 opposite of
young (3)
38 daughters and ...
(4)
Down
2 abbr each (2)
4 adding groups of
numbers (14)
5 abbr please (3)
6 recline in a chair
(3)

10 abbr domain
name (2)

29 small marsupial
(3)
31 limb (3)

12 went from one
side to another
(7)
13 make smaller (6)
14 elongated
extension of
some animal's
backbones (4)
15 from the UK (7)
16 ingredients
making up a
meal (6)
18 negative
response (3)
21 excuse (6)
22 opposite of west
(4)
24 join (3)
25 exists (2)
28 tablets (5)
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Sudoku

Medium 206th

Easy 206th

Hard 206th

Ph: 0423 470 701

Last Week’s

Easy

Sudoku Solutions 205th Edition
Medium

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

Hard
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The Men And Women Of
Purpose And How They Set
Objectives And Goals
By James Nussbaumer

Article
continued to begin living a life
from page...21.
worth living, by reevaluating and develThe Course in Mira- oping your goals and
cles is more ways objectives as soon as
than one asks us why, you are confident in
“What is it that pro- your relationships.
vides you a burning
desire to be of the An objective can be
men and women of the same as a purpurpose?”
pose, but try looking
at objectives as a
If you are driven summary of accomwith passion to do plishments to your
certain things and course.
you are actually focused on these things Let goals be nothing
as well as get terrific more than categories
fulfillment and enjoy- and sub-categories of
ment in doing them, the outline you have
then you might have created.
identified your function in life.
Taking Action
With this very same
In addition to estab- overview, now you
lishing relationships can start to plan your
and serving others, success of accomyou need to likewise plishing these objecmaster the art of ef- tives and goals by
fective interactions taking action.
and setting boundaries. Learning the best The Course in Miraways to efficiently cles helps us see that,
communicate in all Discovering
your
of your relationships purpose in life and
will enable you to ef- living a life worth livfectively set goals.
ing is not a complex
ordeal.
Setting goals will
bring and give you the It does however reregard to have long, quire a commitment
lasting and successful and commitment on
relationships.
your part to change
yourself from withThese very same lim- in to your external
its will also assist you world from a purpose
in accepting and ap- offered into a life
preciating the limits worth living.
of others, and keep And as you continue
your
relationships on the path and the
healthy. Goals and many branches in the
objectives
road, don’t forget to
You are now all set always be mentally

seeing yourself as of
the men and women
of purpose.
To your life’s purpose,
http://jamesnussb a u m e r. c o m / s e l f help-library/ Hi, I’m
James Nussbaumer,

Objective Defined: noun something that
one’s efforts or actions are intended to
attain or accomplish; purpose; goal;
target: Example: My objective is to save
Black Swans from Extinction.

I’d like to introduce
myself through my
thought
provoking
self-improvement and
inspirational books,
articles, and other
content which are reflections of A Course
in Miracles.
I’m also offering
you a Free version
of my EVERYDAY
MIRACLES newsletter, where you’ll get
updates on my webinars, videos, livestreams, other events
and so much more,
helping
everyday
people live life on
their own terms.
This is for folks who
are interested in letting go of the past
and attaining Real
Abundance, Purpose,
and Wellness in their
lives.
http://jamesnussbaumer.com/myblog/
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/James_Nussbaumer/2379033
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Crosswords + Puzzles
205th Edition Word Search Solution
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Crosswords + Puzzles
Word Search 206th Edition:
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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Classified Advertising 02 9837

Whole Page Advertising
With Full Colour: $200
+ gst Per Week ($220.00)

Half Page
Advertising With
Full Colour $100
+ gst Per Week
($110)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $50.00
+ gst Per Week ($55.00)
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